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“A hAunting 
elegy  

for choreographer  

Pina Bausch with a 

wondrously surreal 

evocation of her work. 

Takes unprecedented 

advantage of 3-D.”
–JOE mOrGEnstErn,  

The Wall STreeT Journal

www.sundanceselects.com

A 3-D film for PIna BauscH  By  

wIm wenders

pina 
dance, dance,  

otherwise we are lost.

“TErrifiC. A visually evocative, 

stunningly lovely tribute to legendary German 

choreographer   Bausch…you will not want to 

miss seeing this film, even if you’ve never heard 

of Pina Bausch and her dance troupe… This, my 

friends, is what dance is supposed to do, and 

Wenders succeeds quite brilliantly. Bravo.”

–Kim VOynar, Movie CiTy neWS 

“rAvishinG. mr. wenders uses the 3-d format to capture the elusive essence  

of dance, not only preserving ms. Bausch’s art but also clarifying its intentions and  

making visible its inspirations. It is a reminder of the power film has to blur, or even render 

moot, the boundary between the literal and artificial”

–a.O. scOtt, The neW york TiMeS

“As An inTroDuCTion To This 

GrEAT ArTisT’s Work, you could hardly 

do better. the extra visual dimension lends a 

consistently mesmerizing clarity to the images.”

–-KEith uhlich, TiMe ouT neW york

“EvEn if you Think  

This CoulDn'T PossiBly  

BE your ThinG , give it a chance.  

If you know little or nothing about modern  

dance, however—and especially if you  

believe yourself wholly uninterested this  

dynamic primer may wreak some serious havoc 

on your preconceptions.”

–miKE d’anGElO, la Weekly 

“teRRiFiC.  A visually evocative, stunningly lovely tribute to legendary 

German choreographer   Bausch…you will not want to miss seeing this film, even 

if you’ve never heard of Pina Bausch and her dance troupe… This, my friends, is 

what dance is supposed to do, and Wenders succeeds quite brilliantly. Bravo.”

–Kim VOynar, Movie CiTy neWS 
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“A heARtFelt—
and visually gorgeous—

celebration of Bausch’s 

work. There’s vast grace 

and beauty here.”

–stEPhaniE ZacharEK,  

Movieline 
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